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If a valuation ring V on a simple transcendental field extension K,-,(X) is such that the residue 

field k of V is not algebraic over the residue field ke of t’a= V fl K,,, then for k, a perfect field it is 

shown that k is obtained from k, by a finite algebraic followed by a simple transcendental field 

extension. 
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Let K = KO(X) be a simple transcendental field extension, let V be a valuation ring 
on K, and let Ve= VnK,. If the residue field k of V is not algebraic over the residue 
field k,, of Ve, then Nagata showed in [3] that k is ruled over ke when V is rank n 
discrete, and asked if this is the case for arbitrary V. J. Ohm in [5] has recently 
answered this question affirmatively when ke is of characteristic zero. We present a 
shorter but less elementary proof of this result that also works for ke a perfect field 
of positive characteristic. The question remains open for imperfect ke. 

Let G,C G denote the value groups of VeC V. The assumption that k/k0 is not 
algebraic implies that Go is of finite index in G [2, Corollary 1, p. 1661. By replacing 
X if necessary by X-t, we may assume that XE V. Let D = K,[X] n V, and let P 
denote the contraction to D of the maximal ideal of V. The following lemma implies 
that Dp= V. The basic idea in the proof of the lemma comes from [4, Theorem 5.1, 
p. 330). 

Lemma. Let FC K be fields, let V be a valuation ring on K, let W= Vfl F, and let A 
be a subset of V such that the ring F[A] has quotient field K. If the value groups 
HcG of WC V are such that G/H is a torsion group, then V is a localization of 
D= vnF[/i]. 

Proof. We have W[A] CD, so D has quotient field K. Hence if y E V, y = a/b with 
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a, b ED, b # 0. Since G/H is a torsion group, there exists a positive integer n and an 
element c of W such that b”V= CL’. Thus, b”/cc F[A] fl V= D. Moreover, if P is the 
contraction to D of the maximal ideal of V, then b”/ce P. We have (b”/c)y= 
bR-‘a/cEF[A]n V=D, so YED~. Therefore Dp= V. 0 

We note that by permutability of localization and residue class formation the fact 
that Dp= V implies that D/P has quotient field k. We can state our result as follows. 

Theorem. There exists a finite algebraic field extension ki of k0 and an element t 
transcendental over k; such that k,< D/PC kb[t]. If k0 is assumed to be a perfect 
field, then the integral closure of D/P is a polynomial ring I[u] where f is a field 
between k0 and k& In particular, when k,, is perfect, k is ruled over kO. 

Proof. Since k/k0 is not algebraic, it is a finitely generated field extension [2, 
Corollary 1, p. 166). Hence to show that there exists k; finite algebraic over ko with 
k,,<D/PCkh[t], it will suffice to show that if i& is an algebraic closure of kO, then 
k,< D/PC &[t]. We argue as in [3, p. 911. Let KA be an algebraic closure of KO and 
let V’ be an extension of V to K;(X). Let Vi = V’fl K& and set D’= Ki(X] fl V’. We 
note that D’n K = D, and if P’ denotes the contraction to D’ of the maximal ideal of 
V’, then P’flD= P and Db,= Y’. We wish to show that D’= Vi[aX+ b] for some 
a, b E Ki. There exists y E D such that the residue of y in D/P is transcendental over 
ko. We have y= n:=, (aiX+ bi) in Ki[X], and as noted by Nagata in [3, p. 911, using 
that the value group of Vi is divisible, we may assume that each aJ+ b, is a unit of 
V’. Hence the residue of some a;X+ bi is transcendental over LO, and for this i we 
have D’= Vi[aiX+ b,]. It follows that D’/P’=&[t] where t is the residue of 
a;X+ bi. This gives kocD/PC&t], and hence kO<D/Pckh[t] for kh a finite 
algebraic extension of kO. If k0 is perfect, then [I, (2.9), p. 3221 implies that the 
integral closure of D/P is a polynomial ring /[u] where I is a field between k0 and k& 
Hence k is ruled over kO. 
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